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FOR BEST bus employees,
smoking and chewing tobacco
will not just choke their lungs
but also wreck their careers, as
the Undertaking is mulling
over a new hR policy in which
tobacco users will find it hard
to get a job or a promotion un-
less they give up on the habit.
Tobacco addiction has been a
long-running issue among
BEST employees. In a past em-
ployee survey, 40-50% of the
staffers were found to be to-
bacco addicts. 

“After that, we had started
the ‘Tobacco-Free BEST’ cam-
paign in 2014, which follows
three goals — awareness, ces-
sation and treatment,” said Dr

AM Singhal, chief medical offi-
cer (CMO) at BEST.

But despite regular anti-to-
bacco programmes conducted
by BEST, the employees would
go right back to their old
habits. This time, however, the
CMO has suggested a plan that
should make the staffers sit up
and pay attention. Singhal has
proposed to the BEST commit-
tee that it should introduce a
‘tobacco-free workplace policy’
for the recruitment and pro-
motion of employees.

According to the policy,
those who don’t consume to-
bacco will be given a prefer-
ence at the time of recruitment
and even during promotions. 

In addition, smoking or
chewing tobacco will also
hamper the medical benefits
the staffers can avail of.

The recruitment process al-

ready includes a medical
check-up, during which doc-
tors can establish whether the
candidate is a regular smoker
or gutkha addict. Existing
staffers, however, will only be
required to sign an undertak-
ing stating that they do not
consume tobacco.

The tobacco policy has been
approved by the BEST man-
agement, currently pending
approval by the BEST commit-
tee. The workers’ union will
also get a say in the decision.
Sources said BEST might un-
veil the policy on ‘BEST Day’
on August 7.

According to medical ex-
perts, financial and emotional
incentives both play a role in
helping patients kick their to-
bacco addiction. 

“The motivation can come
from family members and also
from the workplace by giving
incentives to drop the addic-
tion,” said Dr Altaf Patel, for-
mer professor at JJ hospital.
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WALDhUnI river, in front of
the Ulhasnagar railway station,
is bleeding. While activists
claim that on most days it re-
mains black, they suspect
chemical waste released by fac-
tories in the area is polluting
the river further, turning the
water a toxic red in colour. In a
bid to stop contamination of
river water, a local activist and
the founder of hirali Founda-
tion, an nGO that works for en-
vironmental causes among
others, Sarita Khanchandani
has written to the chief minis-
ter and environment minister,
complaining about nearby
chemical units polluting the
river. 

Speaking to mid-day, Khan-
chandani said, “I wanted to
lodge an FIR against these in-

dustrial units that are releasing
chemical waste into the river.
Waldhuni river originates near
the hills of Ambernath, near
Kokale village, and its channel
in front of the station is known
as the Waldhuni nullah. Unfor-
tunately, the river borders the
industrial stretch from Ulhas-
nagar, Ambernath and Badla-
pur to Vitthalwadi, Shahad and
Kalyan, and most of these units
are polluting the river.”

Khanchandani said the water
is an intense red between 8 am
and 10 am. “I was heading to
the river to check if the nullah
was being cleaned, but I was
shocked to find it completely
red. Usually, we find the river in
a dirty shade of black. The cir-
cumference, almost 300 me-

tres, around the river has also
turned into a toxic red. We tried
to locate the units causing this
damage, and, we suspect, the
numerous dyeing units in the
area are polluting the river.”

Significantly, the activist has
also tweeted about this to PM
narendra Modi, saying that the
Waldhuni river can now only be
described as a nullah by virtue

of the fact that it’s choking
under a deluge of garbage and
toxic waste. “I have been
protesting against the increas-
ing pollution in this river for
over three years. I was forced to
complain to the PM and CM
Devendra Fadnavis. The river
flows across the jurisdiction of
Ulhasnagar Municipal Corpora-
tion, the Badlapur Municipal

Council and the Ambernath
Municipal Council.”

Regional officer at Maha-
rashtra Pollution Control
Board, Kalyan, D Patil said, “We
will take strict action against
the defaulters. It’s likely that a
jeans washing unit is causing
the damage. In the last one
month, we have shut nearly 10
jeans washing plants.”

8,000
Number of staffers who have
quit tobacco since 2014

R600
Fine for consuming tobacco
products and spitting in a bus

SUCCESS STORY
BAPU KHARAT, 
driver, Kurla bus depot
‘It has been four months
since I quit tobacco. My
14-year-old son would
throw out my tobacco
packets; he made me
promise that I would
never buy tobacco again,
as it leads to cancer’

Environment activist writes to PM, CM
to prevent local chemical units from
releasing toxic waste into the river

Waldhuni river is bleeding

‘We visited the
Waldhuni river
after receiving 
a complaint 
about the red
water. But, by 
the time we
reached in the
afternoon, 
the red hue 
had faded’
D Patil, Regional officer at
Maharashtra Pollution
Control Board, Kalyan

A local jeans washing unit is suspected to have added to the contamination of Waldhuni river

10 No. of jeans
manufacturing
plants shut 
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New houses for slum
dwellers on the anvil
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JUST a day after mid-day’s re-
port on how the BMC’s demo-
lition drive has left the
residents of over 700 slums
along the Tansa water pipeline
in Ghatkopar and Vidyavihar
homeless, state housing min-
ister and local MLA Prakash
Mehta woke up to the fester-
ing issue and directed the SRA
to expedite the redevelopment
process. he has demanded
that the project should come
up near Rajawadi hospital in
Ghatkopar, so that the affected
people don’t lose their current
livelihoods.            

Following the 2009 Bombay
high Court order, about two
weeks ago, BMC demolished
all the slums that had come up
along the Tansa pipeline. This
sudden action has left hun-
dreds of slum dwellers on the

streets. For the past 15 days
they are residing in makeshift
structures on footpaths, as
they do not wish to move out
of the locality. Sources said
they fear losing their current
jobs if they shift to far off
places.  

Speaking to mid-day, Mehta
said, “For the past 16 years, I
have been trying to get this
issue of redevelopment of
slums along the Tansa pipeline
in Ghatkopar and Vidyavihar
sorted. As per the high court
order, there should be no en-
croachments within 10-metre
radius of the pipeline. But
even after considering this,
there is enough land in the
area to construct buildings for
the affected people.”   

“BMC is yet to provide in-
formation regarding owner-
ship of the land on which the
SRA scheme has been pro-
posed,” he further said. 

Tobacco consumption can
wreck your career, says BEST
The Undertaking is
mulling over a new HR
policy in which tobacco
users will find it hard to
get a job unless they
give up the habit

A ‘tobacco-free workplace policy’ for the recruitment and promotion of BEST employees — drivers and
conductors — has been proposed. REPRESENTATIONAL PIC


